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santoshi mata is a hindu goddess, whose name translates as ‘mother of the beautiful feet’. her image is traditionally
worshipped in maharashtra, a state in western india. she is a form of parvati, whose tamil name means ‘the mother of the
universe’, and is seen as the consort of shiva. santoshi mata is believed to be an aspect of parvati, who in turn is a form of

kali. she is regarded as the protector of women, and as a goddess of love and marriage. a number of temples in
maharashtra are dedicated to her, and she is worshipped in the form of a number of miniature idols. prior to the movie,
santoshi mata was best known in maharashtra as the deity of the city of pune, where the headquarters of the western

marathi-speaking region of india is located. in the 1980s, a successful businessman, nanabhai manohar joshi, won
widespread fame by paying a high price for a statue of santoshi mata. he built an expensive temple and a large statue of

the goddess, and later a large complex in which he lived. the temple became the centrepiece of a sprawling
entertainment complex, the jai santoshi maa complex, which also included a cinema, restaurants, shopping malls, a

school, a hospital and a bank. the complex was constructed on a site near the original manohar joshi temple, but is now
some distance away. it is still owned and operated by the joshi family. the movie, first released in 2006, is loosely based
on joshi’s success. it was made by a production company called shree jai, which is headed by ramesh joshi, nanabhai’s
son. it was directed by ketan mehta, who is a popular bollywood filmmaker. other members of the crew were also from

bollywood, including actors kareena kapoor and anil kapoor, and the editor was a.s. dattarwal.
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in the easternmost province of india, santoshi ma is the goddess of the military wife, and her devotees are all about.
satyavati is a good daughter who always does as her father in-law orders, and birju is an obedient young man who would

like to do what his wife tells him. but the trouble starts when satyavati is unable to produce an heir, for which she gets the
blame. of course, this is a huge blow to birju, and his entire family, as the youngest brother wants to prove himself by
providing an heir for his wife. even if you haven't heard of the tale of santoshi ma, it is one of india's most popular folk

tales. the vishnuswami family is a high-caste farming clan, and when they celebrate an old woman's death, they get into
all kinds of trouble, as always happens when they can't get their way. now, the old woman is a practitioner of witchcraft,
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and her death, which was supposed to cause the family great grief, is actually a triumph for them. they are given the
blessing of a baby girl, for which they are very grateful. but they are not to be done in by this pregnancy, as that daughter
will have all the magic powers in the world. so, the family decides to get rid of the child, by cutting it out of her mother's

womb. but this is a most difficult task, and the doctor is called in, to assist the family. santoshi ma and her family are
popular figures in indian folklore, as the story features gods, goddesses, and people from the hindu pantheon. they have
their own deities, which are worshipped, and have a parallel in the figures of zeus and hera, the greek pair of gods who

are father and mother of the greek pantheon. there are a number of other deities, and deities who are their siblings, and
some of them have their own stories, which are often included in the folk tales. 5ec8ef588b
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